BuckWholesale.com Launches Three New Trucker Hats

Wholesale company BuckWholesale.com releases three new trucker hats comparable to Richardson and to Patagonia trucker cap, but with cheap price tag.

ATLANTA (PRWEB) February 22, 2019 -- Wholesale company BuckWholesale.com releases three new trucker hats that have a great quality as an effect of the long years of experience with selling great quality hats.

This season's released trucker hats are all compared to Richardson and to Patagonia trucker caps, as they contain the greatest quality but with one big difference; they are cheaper.

The newest trucker hat Buckwholesale loves to introduce is named the Two Tone Trucker hat 2812. This 6-panel blank trucker hat contains a slightly curved bill and a mesh back. It has two tones and has the front part made of cotton (35%). In contrast, the mesh and the snap are polyester (65%). As most other hats sold by us, this One Size fist most people and contains a plastic snap.

With a melange-colored front panel and many colors available for the mesh such as purple, white, maroon, green, black etc, Buckwholesale introduces to you the new Melange Trucker Hats 2811. The front panel is a poly melange jersey and it contains 6 rows of matching stitching on the visor area. It is pre-curved and has a Snapback closure. Unlike the first blank trucker cap mentioned, this one is 100% polyester. It is made in China and currently costs $2.50.

Last but not least, comes our new Distressed Trucker Cap 2994. This distressed hat contains cuts in order to give one the vintage trucker hat look that is desirable. It has a low profile and contains a 100% cotton front. The frontal part is pre-curved and frayed as well. The back part is made of polyester and has a plastic snapback closure as other one-size-fits-most hats. This hat is comparable to the Hobby Lobby Trucker Hat & the Kbethos vintage Trucker Hats. The price for this wholesale trucker hats ranges from just $2.99 to $3.25.

All of these are blank hats that can act as perfect custom hats. Customers seem very satisfied with their purchases and for that reason Buckwholesale is very happy to continue selling them in the days to come.

About BuckWholesale.com
Based in Atlanta, Georgia, USA, BuckWholesale.com is the premiere online wholesale distributors of hats and t-shirts. We have been serving the Wholesale Community online since 2003.
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